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Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Large current account deficits and
high external debt
General Information
GDP

USD18.1bn (World ranking 109, World Bank 2011)

Population

3.75 millions (World ranking 128, World Bank 2011)

Form of state

Emerging Federal Democratic Republic

Head of government

Nebojsa RADMANOVIC

Next elections

2014, presidential and legislative

Strengths

Weaknesses

 A currency board has helped to provide a stable
exchange rate and fairly low inflation.
 Foreign exchange reserves currently cover
around 5 months of imports.

 Persisting
ethnic-nationalistic
pressures.
Highly
ethnically fragmented government hinders efficient
policymaking.
 Widespread poverty and high unemployment.
 Small manufacturing base concentrated on low-valueadded products.
 Main export destinations are other emerging Eastern
European countries.
 Rapidly rising public debt.
 Unsustainably large current account deficits.
 High external debt burden.

Country Rating

D4

Risk Dimensions

Country Risk Level

Country Grade
High risk
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Economic Structure
GDP breakdown (% of total, 2010)
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Economic Forecasts
Average 2000-08
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Economic Overview

Following relatively robust average annual real GDP
growth of +6.6% in 2000-08, the economy slipped
into recession in 2009 (-1.8%) in the wake of the
global financial crisis. Thereafter, the economy
recovered only modestly, growing by just +1% in
2010 and +1.3% in 2011, and is estimated to have
contracted again in 2012 (-0.2%).
Inflation has been moderate in recent years (1.8% at
end-2012) and should remain so in 2013-14. The
fiscal deficit has narrowed from 5.9% of GDP in
2009 to just above 3% in 2011-12 but is forecast to
rise again to around 4% in 2013-14. Public debt has
doubled from 21% of GDP in 2006 to about 44% in
2012 and is forecast to rise further in 2013-14.
Bosnia & Herzegovina's external position remains
weak. Despite debt reduction agreements with the
Paris and London Clubs and substantial
international aid, post-war economic progress has
been attained at the expense of sizeable and
worrisome external imbalances. The country has
persistently run substantial current account deficits.
The deficit was around 14% of GDP in 2011 and 9%
in 2012 and we do not expect a big improvement in
2013.
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Economic Overview (continued)
Net FDI inflows have covered just 27% of the
cumulative current account deficit in 2009-12,
requiring the remaining financing gap to be met
through new external indebtedness. Hence, gross
external debt has continued to increase to
approximately USD12.5bn at end-2012 (about 64%
of GDP or 190% of export earnings) and is forecast
to rise further in the near future. Foreign exchange
reserves stood at EUR3.25bn (USD4.28bn) at end2012, sufficient to cover around five months of
imports.
A high vulnerability to external shocks was revealed
by the 2008-09 global economic crisis which pushed
the economy into recession and crisis. An IMF
financial support package was needed and
approved in mid-2009 (a total of EUR1.1bn). A
subsequent IMF facility was granted in September
2012. Bosnia & Herzegovina will remain highly
dependent on international transfers in the
foreseeable future and is still far from attaining selfsustaining growth. External liquidity and debt risks
will remain very high in the medium term.

DISCLAIMER
These assessments are, as always, subject to the disclaimer provided below.

Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements: Certain of the statements contained herein may be statements of future expectations
and other forward-looking statements that are based on management's current views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. In
addition to statements which are forward-looking by reason of context, the words ‘may, will, should, expects, plans, intends, anticipates, believes,
estimates, predicts, potential, or continue’ and similar expressions identify forward-looking statements. Actual results, performance or events may
differ materially from those in such statements due to, without limitation, (i) general economic conditions, including in particular economic
conditions in the Allianz SE's core business and core markets, (ii) performance of financial markets, including emerging markets, (iii) the frequency
and severity of insured loss events, (iv) mortality and morbidity levels and trends, (v) persistency levels, (vi) the extent of credit defaults (vii)
interest rate levels, (viii) currency exchange rates including the Euro-U.S. Dollar exchange rate, (ix) changing levels of competition, (x) changes in
laws and regulations, including monetary convergence and the European Monetary Union, (xi) changes in the policies of central banks and/or
foreign governments, (xii) the impact of acquisitions, including related integration issues, (xiii) reorganization measures and (xiv) general
competitive factors, in each case on a local, regional, national and/or global basis. Many of these factors may be more likely to occur, or more
pronounced, as a result of terrorist activities and their consequences. The matters discussed herein may also involve risks and uncertainties
described from time to time in Allianz SE’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The Group assumes no obligation to update
any forward-looking information contained herein.
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